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Programmable modeling environment

To solve the problem written above, we will use
an agent-based model built in NetLogo. NetLogo
is a widely used, user-friendly agent-based
modeling environment tailored for simulating
complex systems, making it ideal for studying ant
social behavior and collective decision-making
with its visual interface and real-time simulations.
It’s worth noting that the NetLogo platform,
while effective for simulating ant behavior, has
limitations, especially in terms of visual represen-
tation. We could only use basic shapes (circles,
triangles, stars) in limited colors to represent our
elements (food, predators, protection).

This study explores the intricate behavior of ant colonies, focusing on the nest emigration pro-
cess of the M.nipponica ant. Using an agent-based model, we study the collective decision-
making of ants during nest-site selection. We focus on finding the best possible nest while
introducing new parameters meant to influence the quality of a given nest (i.e. food, protection,
predator). Through simulations, we assessed the impact of two parameters - quorum percent and
commitment base - on the speed and the accuracy of their choice, and for each parameter, we
were able to find a range for which the efficiency of the ants were optimized.
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Social insects have simple yet captivating individuals and thus provide an ideal
subject for scientific exploration. This study delves into the intricate behavior of

ant colonies, particularly during the emigration process to new nests, with a specific
focus on the nest emigration process of the M. nipponica ant. Our research aims to
unravel the complexities of ant colony behavior in the context of new nest selection, by
examining various parameters, including the quorum percent, commitment base, and
pheromone deposition, to understand their collective role in decision-making.

While significant strides have been made in understanding ant colonies, certain
aspects, such as behavioral rules, remain elusive. Simultaneously, existing models
contribute to giving valuable insights into how ants collectively decide on nest-site
selection. For instance, mass-recruiting algorithms emulate complex collective biolog-
ical processes [1], while quorum-sensing mechanisms rely on cumulative pheromone
thresholds for nest-site selection [2]. Additionally, models consider variable accep-
tance thresholds, reflecting diverse ant preferences, and individual assessment behavior,
where some ants prioritize proximity to food sources, while others favor concealment
from predators [3].

However, existing models often focus on specific parameters, hindering a compre-
hensive assessment of their relative influence. In response, our research adopts a holis-
tic approach, integrating multiple parameters to elucidate their collective impact on
decision-making processes during nest emigration. The paper we selected aimed to
contribute to a more nuanced understanding of the intricate dynamics within ant
colonies during new nest selection, by trying to determine how ants choose one ‘good’
nest amongst ‘bad’ by replicating as well as possible the ants’ behavior [4]. We took
a step further and changed this model to study the ability of ants to choose the ‘best’
nest amongst a pool of acceptable nests to be more applicable to other areas

Method

Model set up. The initial model represented ant nests and their movements, with each
nest varying in shape, size, position, and assigned a random quality number. Nests
higher a user-defined quality threshold are deemed good (yellow), while others are bad
(orange). Users can visualize both nest configurations and ant activities.

In the improved version, users can add three factors near each nest: food (purple
square), protection (yellow star), and predators (red triangle), influencing nest quality.
The default quality is 50 points, altered by the presence of these elements. The pres-
ence of food or protection each adds 20 points, while a predator deducts 30 points. In
consequence, nest quality can range from 20 (only predator) to 90 (food and protec-
tion, no predator).

The interface allows users to customize simulations by selecting nest size, shape,
and parameters like food, protection, or predators, with each nest’s quality calculated
automatically (on the left).

During the simulation, ant movements are visible on the right side. Nest turn yel-
low if they are classified as good and orange if bad. Pheromone trails are shown as
green or white lines, indicating quantity.

Results are displayed in the center, showing real-time ant quantities (as detailed in
the implementation) and, upon completion, the simulation’s success and the selected
nest.
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Figure 1. Model setup screenshot on NetLogo. On the left: the settings that the user can modify. In the middle: the
obtained results. On the right: the real-time visualization of the simulation

Implementation. The colony’s goal is to locate the best nest, involving two key agents:
nests and ants.

• Nests : Each nest has a quality number (20 to 90) defining its class as "good" or
"bad." The default assumption is that all nests are good, and the objective is to
have ants classify all nests as bad, except for the one with the highest quality.
Each nest tracks the number of ant visits, which is used to check if the quorum
(an ant parameter) is reached.

• Ants : They possess various parameters. Ants are able to memorize the position
of the original and chosen (when they find a suitable one) nests. They can either
move randomly or go towards nests with known positions. An internal threshold
(default: 50) classifies discovered nests as good or bad ; its value is set to the
highest quality value of discovered nests. Ants share a quorum parameter for
final nest validation before colony relocation.

During the simulation, four ant types emerge:

• Nest ants: Remain in the original nest until transitioning to become scout ants.

• Scout ants: Explore the area randomly or follow pheromone trails to evaluate
the nests. If a discovered nest is initially good, they reevaluate it; if it becomes
bad, they continue exploring. If it’s good, they become ‘decided’ ants and save
this nest as the ‘chosen nest’.

• Decided ants: When an ant identifies a potential good nest, it goes back and
forth between the original and chosen nest. Each time it reaches the chosen
nest, it checks whether it has been classified as bad; if so, it goes back to being
a ‘scout’ ant, otherwise, it checks whether the quorum has been reached. If this
is the case, the ant becomes a transport ant; otherwise, it continues walking
between the two nests potentially reverting to scouts based on the "commitment-
based" parameter.

• Transport ants: Move between the chosen and original nests, transporting brood
until the relocation is complete."

(Figure 2) The ants’ general behavior in this model is influenced by several parameters.
We decided to focus on two specific parameters:

The quorum percent. , which represents the percentage of ants needed to visit a good
nest for it to be chosen by the colony.

The commitment base. influences the probability of an ant reverting to being a scout
after deciding on a nest.

Tests and validation

After validating our code, we conducted simulations to assess how well our model
guides ants to the optimal nest under varied parameters. Previous tests indicated that
pheromone deposition did not have a significant impact, leading us to focus specifically
on quorum percent and commitment-base percentage. Quorum percent signifies the
minimum ant participation for nest selection, while commitment base influences the
likelihood of an ant reverting to scouting after nest selection.

Testing different parameter combinations across nest configurations allowed us
to evaluate ants’ nest-finding abilities in diverse environments. Our aim was to find
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Figure 2. Simplified diagram of the model implementation algorithm

optimal values for these parameters, that would be able to ensure consistent discovery
of the best nests. Our simulations’ values of parameters followed the default values
from the initial paper ; we changed only in the parameters under investigation. For
each simulation, we opted for a colony of 60 ants, aligning with the average colony size
of the studied species (M. nipponica).

Results

From the different simulation setups we ran, we formed different conclusions according
to the results we obtained.

Ants overall decisions. In this model, the ants tend to get better results than in the
model from the previous report (in the previous report, the ants didn’t reassess their
chosen nest class once they became "decided ants"). They rarely choose a bad nest,
however, they take more time to choose a final nest, so since there is a time limit on
the simulation, they regularly don’t reach the needed quorum in time.

Commitment base.The commitment base’s influence primarily affects the ants’ ability
to find the correct nest in time. They rarely choose a bad nest, validating the model’s
implementation

Good results occur when the commitment base is between 50% and 98.9% and
there are 1 to 8 nests, as ants often migrate to the best nest. However, with a low
commitment base, ants struggle to choose quickly due to insufficient time as decided
ants. The best performance, with ants consistently finding the best nest quickly, is
seen with a high commitment base of 98% to 98.9%. For 16 nests, this range still
performs well, but lower values lead to delayed decisions.

A commitment base of 99% or higher is too high, causing ants to choose the first
good nest too quickly and not reach a quorum in a reasonable time.

Thus, the optimal commitment base range is 98% to 98.9%, which also results in
shorter average simulation times.

Quorum percent.As stated in a previous section, the quorum percent is the needed per-
centage of ants visiting a good nest for it to be chosen by the colony. We established
that the quorum should be set between 25% and 50%, depending on the complexity of
the environment. Here we wanted to assert this statement so we tested more values of
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Figure 3. Proportion of Good choice, Bad choice and
No choice for different values of commitment-base, in a
8 nests environment

Figure 4. Average speed of choice of the best nest
according to the commitment-base values

this parameter. With our new set of simulations, we were able to refine this interval
and found out that the ants were able to choose the ‘best nest’ when the quorum was
in the interval [30%, 45%]. This interval has also been chosen because the simulation
time is shorter for these values.

Figure 5. Proportion of Good choice, Bad choice and
No choice for different values of quorum-percent, in a 8
nests environment

Figure 6. Average speed of choice of the best nest
according to the quorum-percent values

Discussion

In our study, the behavior model of M. nipponica ants shows significant promise for
applications beyond biological research, particularly in fields like robotics and res-
cue missions. The ant colony’s decision-making mechanisms, when adapted, could
significantly improve the efficiency of robotic swarms in unknown environments, and
optimize rescue teams’ strategies in disaster scenarios. However, the model’s current
constraint of nest placement (centered around the original nest) should evolve to in-
clude randomness, better representing real-world unpredictability. This enhancement
would not only make the model more environmentally valid but also expand its utility
in real-life situations, demonstrating the extensive possibilities of our findings.

Conclusion

This research on the nest emigration behavior of M. nipponica ants has yielded in-
sights with far-reaching implications. By delving into the collective decision-making
processes of ant colonies and refining existing models to include key parameters like
quorum percent and commitment base, we have uncovered nuanced dynamics that gov-
ern how these insects handle complex challenges. The study’s advancements not only
contribute significantly to our understanding of social insect behavior but also open
up exciting possibilities for cross-disciplinary applications, particularly in robotics and
emergency response strategies. The model’s potential in simulating and enhancing
decision-making processes in these fields is particularly promising.

CONTRIBUTIONS. Meggy C.: tests, slides and report; Kim G.: tests, slides and report, Bella
M.: tests; Clara S.: implementation, tests, slides and report.
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